
When MS Excel was no longer adequate for the loan administration of IMH Finans, the 

Swedish financial company started looking for a modern solution capable of automating 

its key agenda. They chose Loans Express, an application that combines highly flexible 

loan administration with a low purchase price tailored to smaller businesses.
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Main benefits 

When Excel is no longer enough  

IMH Finans based in Stockholm helps small and 

medium businesses with short-term financing. Initially, 

the employees handled the financial agenda using MS 

Excel spreadsheets and their own information system. 

However, with the gradual increase in the volume of 

orders, this arrangement was no longer su�icient, and 

IMH Finans representatives began to look for a new 

solution. The key requirement was the ability to 

automate loan-related processes. They eventually chose 

Loans Express based on Microso� Dynamics 365 Business 

Central.  

Flexibility of the solution 
and easy adaptation to 

the client’s needs 

Covering almost all needs 
at a favourable purchase 

price 

The project was also challenging for Solitea as the 

implementation was to take place without the 

participation of a local partner. A�er several 

meetings, a communication model that suited both 

parties was developed, and the solution was 

deployed at the beginning of June 2021.   
 

Flexibility at a favourable price  

According to Alexander Roumelotis, the company is 

more than satisfied with the ability of Loans Express to 

adapt to the needs of its internal processes. “We 

appreciate the system’s flexibility in terms of its 

adaptation to our loan o�ers. In addition, we’re also 

happy that the system can grow with us and handle 

the processing of bulk changes and operations.” It is 

the flexibility that makes Loans Express App able to 

compete with other solutions that have been on the 

market for longer, making it a suitable solution for 

both small and large businesses.  

During the project, the client also requested 

additional features to be delivered beyond the 

standard scope. “We appreciate Solitea’s technical 

support team, which has always helped us to find 

the best solution for our business,” says Alexander 

Roumelotis, adding that IMH Finans also values the 

favourable purchase price. “The price is very 

reasonable. In comparison with other solutions, 

Loans Express covers 95% of our required processes 

at a much better price than the competition.” IMH 

Finans is currently focusing its e�orts mainly on the 

system’s internal onboarding but plans to 

supplement the application with new data and 

reporting sets in the future.

“We had never implemented such 
large-scale so�ware before, so it was 
a great challenge for us.” 

Alexander Roumelotis | CEO společnosti IMH Finans



About Solitea
Solitea provides its services to more than 250,000 satisfied business customers in 15 countries for whom it is able 

to cover up to 100% of their needs in the area of information technologies and systems. It currently employs over 

1,200 people and aspires to become the European leader in the area of business information systems. Solitea is 

the holder of the highest partnership level Microso� Gold Certified Partner and is a certified supplier of its 

in-house solutions for Dynamics 365 technologies. 
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